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Tahera Aftab has the honor of

establishing one of the first five

Women Studies Centres in Pakistan

as well as publishing the country's

first international journal of women

studies.

History, particularly women's

history is her passion since early

college days. She did her PhD on

'The Development of Women's

Education in North India 1858-

1900.' A year-long stay in the United

States as a Fulbright scholar (1986-

87) offered her an opportunity to

learn about women's studies.

On her return, after completing

post-doctoral research, she laid the

foundation of the 'Centre of

Excellence for Women's Studies' at

Karachi University.

Her first publication, 'Women

Mentors of Men' came out in the

1970's. Besides several research

papers published in academic

journals, conferences and seminar

presentations, her work 'Inscribing

South Asian Muslim Women:An

Annotated Bibliography and

Research Guide' was welcomed by

researchers and scholars

worldwide.

Her research for 'Women Mentors

of Men' in South Asia led her to edit,

translate, and annotate the first

autobiography penned by a Muslim

woman in Urdu in 1885.The

translation from the original

manuscript was published by

Oxford University Press in 2012

under the title “A Story of Days

Gone By:A Translation of

- An Autobiography of Princess

Biti Kahani
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Shahr Bano Begam of Pataudi.'

Since 1994,Tahera has been editing and publishing

Pakistan Journal of Women's Studies:

a bi-annual peer-reviewed international

journal.

I would acknowledge that the first person

who guided me towards research and created a

sense of query in me was my mother. She wanted

me to study and learn things about women's lives.

She used to ask me questions like:“Tell me about

women of the past. How did they cope with

stress? Were women allowed to work and earn

their living?” She was the one who chose the

subject of history for me.

I think women's movement, women studies,

feminist movement, all these disciplines are deep

rooted in history. For instance, invisibility of

women from the pages of history guided women

to explore about women and to make them

visible.This requires courage, strong will and

dedication – ingredients that make collective

efforts successful and effective.There are no

short cuts to achieve this.With patience and

commitment, we have to explore the past in

order to address our present challenges. So,

making women visible in our lives, history text

books, curricula, in administrative set up, in civic

life, in all aspects of life is a real challenge.We can

not do that by raising slogans or creating news

items. I do not want to trivialize agitational

activism.That too is very important.And we need

it to move ahead. But we cannot ignore the past. I

assure you, research offers us answers – amazing

answers.

Women are not factory made products – same

quality, same label, same shape and size. No, we

have a variety and we are proud of that too. So,

please do not label us as for instance 'Pakistani

women'. In the past too there were some iconic

women, they were ordinary women.And we have

to know how they lived their lives, what their

daily experiences were and how they addressed

their daily challenges.And that I think is the real

research. Real research is not about Razia Sultana

and Noor Jahan.The real research is about the

women who surrounded Noor Jahan and Razia

Sultana.

In my teaching and research career, people have

often asked me as to why women in South Asia

are invisible. There is hardly any source material

available.That led me to do some research. I

collected information from libraries, museums,

repositories, archives, published and unpublished

work that really gives us an idea about women'

role in making history in this region.

All that I researched, I kept notes of them with

me and that resulted in my book,‘Inscribing South

Asian Muslim Women:An Annotated Bibliography

and Research Guide’ published in 2008.The book

breaks several myths about women.

We still think that in history, women in South

Asia were guiding emperors from behind the

curtains. That's not the case.Women were really

in charge of affairs.And the whole discourse and

controversy that women cannot be the head of a

state is baseless. For instance, at the time of

Benazir Bhutto, there was this raging debate that

whether women can be the head of state or not.

It was a senseless debate as Razia Sultana had

already ruled a state before and there was no

such objection at that time. No one questioned

her when she became a crowned head of the

state in the 13 century. No decree or fatwa was

pronounced against her.

When I was doing research on women's

education in the second half of the nineteenth

century in Northern India, I came across huge

unpublished information regarding the

disagreement among men that women should not

be sent to school as it was against their tradition.

Today, when we talk about not sending small girls

to school, we are talking about the same

traditions. It is researchers who explore what

these traditions are, who sets these traditions

and why. In doing so one has to address the

question of gender divide and to find out why

traditions are created to subordinate women to

male power, from where these traditions came

and why these traditions lasted that long and how

Alam-e-
Niswan,

th

Q: Please share with us your journey of
research on women?

A:

Q:What difference has research made in
empowering women?

A:
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are we going to challenge such traditions? So I

think reading about the past and connecting it

with our present is very important if we want to

seek solutions to our problems.

In 1987, we were having meetings and

discussions in Islamabad for creating women

study centers.Women Development Ministry

came up with the idea that we form five different

centers as a five-year project. It was stipulated

that after five years, the universities where these

centers were established, would take charge of

these departments. Out of these five, some just

could not survive. Ours at Karachi University

emerged as a pioneer institution because we did

not wait for the grants to arrive.We were very

passionate about it and we were lucky to have a

team of highly dedicated women who did not

wait for the grants to put the ideas in shape.

Often we worked without any funds.

I am very proud to recall here that we were able

to create Pakistan's first women studies library. I

am still proud of that collection and the fact that

it is growing.Then we held several national

conferences and developed consensus to create

teaching a course in women studies. Originally

the idea was that women studies would emerge

as a distinctive teaching and research discipline in

Pakistan.

Now,Women Studies is flourishing at Karachi

University. From merely 10 students in 1989, we

now have approximately 400 students in this

Centre today.We are offering courses in

Bachelors, Masters, M Phil and PhD by

coursework.

Yes we did. I am a fighter but I fight with a

different strategy. For instance, we had a seminar

on women and law and it was extensively

covered by newspapers. After that, a group of 12

leaders of a seminary published a news item in a

famous Urdu newspaper saying that western-

minded women organized this seminar to spoil

the minds of young girls. Instead of

answering them, I decided to stay

quiet and let the controversy die on

its own. I knew that if I indulged in a

controversy, I would have wasted my

precious time. So I decided not to

answer and nothing happened.

In another such incident, a student

tried to scare us that our recordings

have reached places and that

something was being planned against

us. He warned us that teaching

about reproductive rights and using

words like intercourse, sexual

activity and menopause could lead

us to trouble.This was in the 1990's.

Again, we did not answer and the

resistance fizzled out with time.

Our center is located almost next to the main

mosque of Karachi University facing the

Department of Islamic Studies and Islamic

Learning.We have never felt insecure. I believe

that sometimes we overestimate the fears in this

regard.

We introduced a new course 'Women in Islam'

which was unheard of in women studies. My

colleagues in other universities made fun of me

Q: How effective has been the role of
Women Studies and Gender Studies
Departments in furthering research on
women issues? What improvements are
required and what are the challenges?

A: Q: Did you face any resistance while
establishing the Women Studies Centre?

A:

Tahera Aftab (right) and Seema Tahir (left) in a panel discussion organized on

GEP's annual event 'Rights Secured - Society Empowered,’ from September

18 to 21, 2013.
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saying that we are turning the center into Islamic

Studies Department. But I believe that all our

problems arise from misinterpretation of Islam.

We have to teach our students what is the status

of women in Islam, their rights and privileges.

Whether they follow Islam or not is not my issue.

I am not converting them to Islam. But I have to

deal with controversial issues.We are still

teaching that course very successfully.

That is very sensitive knowledge that we have to

share and disseminate. There are myths, there

are fantasies, there is fake information circulating

around the world about Muslim women silencing

them, making them speechless and invisible.

When we talk about research that is the research

we need to do. It's a daring and difficult job but

someone has to do it.And I am happy to say that

several scholars are successfully researching,

writing, and publishing on these themes.

I believe that there are two major roadblocks

in Pakistan particularly in the field of research.

First, we lack research-oriented culture.We do

not want to question what we have been told to

accept and believe. Secondly, there aren't enough

facilities for research.The sort of educational set

up that we have in Pakistan is not oriented

towards creating research-based knowledge.

Things are changing but the pace of change is

slow.

When students join universities at postgraduate

level, they come through a school system where

rote learning is endemic. Secondly, there are not

enough facilities for research.The HEC

emphasizes that unless our articles are published

in international journals, there would be no

promotions. But the quality of research is as

important as is the quantity of research.We need

to monitor quality of research.We need to see

which areas were selected for research and why.

What is the utility of this research? Research in

the area of Women's Studies and Gender Studies

requires far more awareness, commitment, and

an urge to use this research as a tool for making

changes in our lives. Such research is not to be

shelved in libraries. It is to disseminate and to be

shared and out into action right away.

Research for me is raising or creating a new

voice that has not yet been heard. New

information is acceptable in democratic setup.

Ours is not a democratic setup.A society layered

with several divisions –cultural, ethnic, linguistic,

gender and faith is far away from the concept of

democracy.We actually don't value citizens.

Women are still seen as items of possession and

are still believed to be lacking in wisdom and

judgment. In this background women's work is

devalued. I am not referring here to women's

wage earning work. I am also talking about

women's research.

First we need to develop research-oriented

culture that is motivated for creating change. In

order to make research transformative, we have

to look at everyday issues facing women.

Unfortunately, our students are not trained for

in-depth research. Majority of our students find

it challenging to write an original piece. Some

good researchers are not equipped with skills to

write in English and that's why their work is not

recognized at the international level.

Subsequently, we have not been able to change

the face of Pakistani women in the world.We

actually have not been able to bring out or

highlight the positivity and what women have

been actually able to achieve in Pakistan.

We can see that a majority of students are not

able to understand and analyze feminism in

Pakistani context unless it is translated in Urdu.

Unless, we make information available in our own

language, we would not be able to translate

words into action. Unfortunately, there is little or

no funding available or reserved for this purpose.

The GEP sub-grants have contributed in

capacity building and networking of Women's

Studies and Gender Studies Centers and

department. For instance, e-portal, developed by

Karachi University under GEP, is indeed an

achievement. It contributes to strengthening the

Q:What challenges do Pakistani
researchers face especially with regard to
research on women issues?

A:

Q: How do you think GEP sub-grants are
helping in enhancing the capacities of
Gender Studies Departments?

A:
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initial concept of linking Gender Studies Centers.

Our Center put in huge effort in creating it and

in offering training to others.

Earlier, when I began to work as the founding

director of Women's Studies Center, our aim was

that all five initial centers would work together

which sadly never happened.To encourage

togetherness for promoting women's studies, we

formed Pakistan Association for Women Studies

so that it would act as an umbrella organization

under which we could have held meetings,

seminars and symposia. Both e-portal and

capacity building will contribute in furthering this

effort.

But I am afraid we still have a long way to go to

make our students learn the basic purpose of

Women's Studies- holding hands and working

together.

I am basically a women's historian. I think that

women's history laid the seeds of women studies.

The term women's studies came very late to

Pakistan but there was this realization that we

have neglected this discipline.

In 1970's I wrote a small book and that was

“Women Mentors of Men.” I selected 10

characters from the pages of history in South

Asia like Tara Bai, Lakshmi Bai, Begum Hazrat

Mahel, Razia Sultana, Noor Jahan, Jahan Ara etc. I

wanted to show how these women were trend-

setters in those days and what was their role in

society. It was the beginning of my introduction

to women studies.

After that, when I went to the United States on a

Fulbright Scholarship in 1987, I spent one year

doing research on 'Christian Missionary Women

and the Process of Change in Women's Lives in

Punjab.' There I met teachers and professors

teaching women studies. I attended their courses.

I learnt the teaching methodology of women

studies. I visited at least 10 to 12 women studies

centers. I gave lectures and I collected course

material. I was so excited about this discipline.

In my absence, there was already a movement

here initiated by the Women Development

Ministry that we should start women studies

centers. By that time women studies had become

my passion. I remained associated with that and

am still associated with it. Recently, I had the

privilege of heading a committee for revising the

courses for women studies in the country for the

Higher Education Commission. Now they have

published a volume of curricula for women

studies.

I edit and publish Pakistan Journal of Women's

Studies: (PJWS), under Pakistan

Association for Women Studies.This is the first

and the only international journal on women

studies in Pakistan.We are about to publish

Volume 21 of the journal.We have been very

regular and have never missed publishing even a

single volume.An international advisory body

with local scholars and academics assist in

maintaining the academic quality of the journal.

The start was not very smooth but rather

discouraging. People did not agree to even

become local members of the advisory board.We

requested Pakistani authors to write articles but

they were not ready to get their work published

in a journal based in Pakistan! They thought that

if any such journal is published in Pakistan, it will

be of low standard.

Now, since the Higher Education Commission

(HEC) has recognized PJWS, we get more papers

from Pakistan and abroad.

I think women rights movement is going

through a challenging time.There is no doubt that

right wing thinking has become a dominating

mindset in our country. It started from martial

law and became worst after Talibanization.This

situation has enhanced problems for women and

has slowed down women rights movement.

Alam-e-Niswan

Q:You were the pioneer of women's
studies in Pakistan. How did that come
about?

A:

Q:You brought out the first journal of
women's studies.What is it called and
what is its coverage?

A:

Q: Do you think women rights movement
in Pakistan is going in the right direction?

A:
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Academically, it is not easy to monitor this

change but we have some very clear indications.

We still have the issue of early marriages and a

high ratio of polygamy.Though we have 1961

Family Law these practices are still prevalent.

Another example of increasing trend is the

recent pronouncement by the Council of Islamic

Ideology. Here lies our trouble.We are made to

believe that Sharia is unchangeable. Simply,

whatever is made through human agency is

changeable. Sharia is the sum total of the

decisions of scholars.

Scholars today are within their rights to offer a

new perspective, a new interpretation. Marriage

of a girl at puberty amounts to deprive a girl of

all chances of human development and therefore

stands questionable.

Incidents of gang rape, and (exchange

of women to settle disputes) and

(murdering women) are increasing.We are not

able to eliminate these issues.We still deal with

women as our possessions.You cannot talk about

marital rape. Language subordinates women. For

instance, women and men, even those in the

Parliament, often use this phrase '

(We are not wearing bangles).

Religious leaders still term women as

(instigators).This convinces me to offer the

course of 'Women in Islam' on a wider scale.

We have failed to address the dual system of

judiciary in Pakistan.There is Supreme Court of

Pakistan and there are affiliated courts, then

there is system and then there is and

(traditions).They all deal with women rights.

It is very sad that fate of so many young girls and

women is decided by courts. Some are

reported and some are not. Instead of controlling

or containing cases of rape, we have added new

items like gang rape.

Despite all this, I am quite optimistic. I would not

say that I am disappointed with the women rights

movement in Pakistan or that I am not happy

with women studies. It is a discipline which is

growing and it will grow further.And it is creating

change. For instance, our students are now

working in corporate sector, banks, museums, and

NGOs.They are sharing the knowledge and they

are aware of their rights.

But we need to accelerate the pace of change. I

think it would be almost criminal negligence if we

slowed down our pace.We need to be more

agile and vigilant in our movement.We have to

make sure that our interests are well

represented in the parliament and the legislative

assemblies.

Wani Swara
Karo Kari

Chorian nahi
pehn rakhihien'

fitna

Jirga reet
riwaj

Jirga

GEP Sets up Stall at LUMS Internship Fair

GEP represented Aurat Foundation at an

internship fair held in Lahore University

of Management Sciences (LUMS) on

February 27, 2014. The GEP team

including Assistant Communications and

Media Officer Shayan Zahid and

Communications and Media Officer

Rizwana Waseem, set up the stall

displaying information, education and

communications material published by AF.

Students from different departments

visited the stalls and sought guidance

regarding career opportunities in

development sector. USAID officials along

with the LUMS representatives also

visited the stalls.
GEP Communications and Media Officer Rizwana Waseem briefs

a student about career opportunities in development sector.



Success Story

Housewife becomes an
Entrepreneur

Samina Ahmed's selection for the Master Chef

Pakistan competition was not only an

individual success but an inspiration for

women who never stop dreaming despite

limited opportunities.Around 1700 women

from across the country applied to compete

and only 50 got selected for this mega

initiative.

A housewife from Karachi, Samina first

enrolled for a Food Production Course

conducted by First Women Bank Limited

(FWBL) at the College of Tourism and Hotel

Management (COTHM) under the USAID-

funded Gender Equity Program (GEP) of Aurat

Foundation.

"One day, a FWBL advertisement offering a

chef course caught my attention and my

decision to go for it changed everything in my

life. It turned out to be a perfect platform to

pursue my dreams," said Samina.

She enrolled for this course to transform her

household skills into a profession. She was

selected by the interviewing panel on account

of her enthusiastic nature and desire to

become a successful woman in the culinary

world.

"This course gave me recognition for my skills

that I never expected. I am very happy today

and grateful to FWBL and the Gender Equity

Program for organizing these courses," she

said.

Samina now runs her business successfully by

the name of Frozen Deli and her customers

just love her home-made recipes. She is also a

cooking instructor in Kaka Bawani and her

family's monthly income has increased from Rs

18,000 to Rs 40,000.

"During my training as a professional chef, I

came to know how easily I could utilize my

home kitchen experience professionally. I also

attended a few marketing workshops and

interacted with some successful individuals

who further inspired me," she said.

Samina believes becoming a professional chef

is a highly recommended profession especially

for housewives and girls. "Today, besides being

a housewife, I am a professional chef and food

instructor. My only message to women is they

should learn to serve the community with

their existing resources and experience.They

can start by turning their kitchen into a

training room or a food shop," she said.

Samina practicing her home cooking skills.

“Every woman is an
entrepreneur in herself. Even if
she is taking care of her family,
she takes a lot of important
decisions every day. My advice to
them is never stop dreaming and
keep learning. Every day will
bring you closer to your dreams.”

07
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GEP Capacity Building

Team members of Gender Equity Program (GEP)

discussed in detail the activity plans forYear Four,

prepared by the regional teams and head office

units, in ‘GEP Sub Award Management andYear

Four Project Planning Workshop’ held in

Muzaffarabad from January 7-9, 2014.

The three-day event, envisioned to refresh the

strategic link between the Cooperative

Agreement, Program Matrix and the Annual

Work Plan, was jointly organised by Capacity

Building Unit, GEP head office, and The Asia

Foundation (TAF) and was attended by 62 GEP

team members.

The workshop had four main objectives which

included reflection of GEP approaches, more

specifically, assisting the GEP team in

comprehending the connection between the

cooperative agreement, program matrix and

work plan; streamlining processes and

procedures for Grant Cycle 7; discussing the

transitional phase of GEP as Aurat Foundation

assumes the role of grant-making and fourthly to

devise work plans forYear Four and alignment of

activities for maximum outcomes.

Speaking on the occasion, Director Program TAF

Shahid Fayyaz highlighted relationship between

Aurat Foundation and TAF, stating that both

organisations first collaborated in 1991. He said

that AF and TAF worked as a team with great

synergy. He expressed hope about this

collaborations between AF-TAF continuing even

after GEP concludes.

GEP Staff Prepares forYear Four

A group photograph of the participants of 'GEP Sub-Award Management andYear Four Project Planning Workshop.’
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Highlighting some of the distinctive aspects of

GEP which sets it apart from other projects, he

stated that it funded projects in every district of

Pakistan. He said that GEP is the first project to

experiment with initiatives such as seamless

service, legal aid and access to justice.

Chief of Party Simi Kamal recalled the nascent

phase of GEP in 2011 and professionals who

were part of the first GEP team. She asked the

participants to share their views on how GEP is

progressing.

Some of the successes shared by GEP team

members are given below:

GEP has strengthened institutions that

empower women

GEP is leading not only in the field of gender

but also institutional funding

GEP has introduced a culture of multi-

dimensional interventions

Pakistan Gender Coalition, non-competitive

sub-grants, and National Advisory Forum

(NAF)

Simi added to these accomplishments by

reminding the GEP team of the university and

lawyers' network GEP has created and 126

success stories of beneficiaries shared with

USAID. She said that in last three years,

processes, procedures, due diligence and

compliance have significantly evolved.

Director Finance, Grants and Compliance for

TAF, Babar Aziz talked about steps of award

management. Objective Manager for Gender-

BasedViolence, Nadia Tariq explained the

Request for Proposal (RFP) process to the

participants.

The workshop also included an interactive

�

�

�

�

Participants keenly listen to Professor of Law at Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS).Saad Rasool,

TAF team members discuss planned activities forYear Four

during a break out session.
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session on gender perspectives conducted by

Professor of Law at Lahore University of

Management Sciences (LUMS) Saad Rasool. He

asked leading questions to generate debates on

social mind-set. GEP team enjoyed the debate

and gave their opinion on different

misconceptions regarding women prevalent in

society.

The second day of the workshop featured break-

out sessions where regional teams discussed the

link between the Cooperative Agreement,

Program Matrix, and Annual Work Plan forYear

Four. During these sessions, each unit also

planned activities in accordance with Annual

Work Plan.

Coordinator Gender Equity Program Ibtesam

Qaisrani shared the achievements of GEP's

strategic alliances. She said that some direct

outcomes of Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC)

are:

The Gender Studies and Women's Studies

Departments of six public sector universities

have formed a network for consolidating and

taking forward their cumulative work.

A network of trained lawyers has been

developed.The sub-grantees in this group

will provide pro-bono services to survivors

of GBV.

First Women Bank Limited (FWBL) will

continue to operate two training centres

originally established and supported by GEP.

At the end, the GEP units devised work plans in

accordance with activities mentioned in the

Program Matrix forYear Four. Speaking at the

concluding session, Simi said that inYear Four, the

pieces of jigsaw puzzle are coming together as

positive impact of various interventions becomes

evident.

To prepare a model of seamless service delivery

mechanism for GBV survivors under Grant

Cycle 9A and to identify gaps in provision of

these facilities, Capacity Building Unit (CBU) of

GEP went to four districts in Karachi, Lahore,

Islamabad and Jacobabad where in-depth field

visits were conducted and meetings were carried

out with all the key players of Grant Cycle 6A.

Grant Cycle 9A of GEP emphasises on filling in

the gaps in provision of seamless service delivery

to GBV survivors in six to seven focus districts.

During these field visits, some of the potential

partners that have been identified already have

strong linkages in their respective communities.

In Lahore, the GEP team visited Dastak, Labour

Resource Center (LRC- Helpline), Bali Memorial

�

�

�

GEP awarded a set of sub-grants under Grant

Cycle 6A, piloting seamless service delivery to

survivors of gender-based violence (GBV).

Seamless Service is a concept of integrating

important and relevant linkages of key players

existing within our society to support survivors

of GBV.

It has emerged from GEPs strategy for

combating gender-based violence and its key

components that GEP should design Grant Cycle

9 in continuation to Grant Cycle 6A.

Grant Cycle 6A supported private shelters,

helplines psycho-social support and economic

rehabilitation.There were specific advocacy sub-

grants creating awareness on pro-women laws

and helplines sub grants to provide counseling

and setting up of a referral system.

GEPVisits Potential
Seamless Service Delivery
Hubs

Capacity Building Unit discusses future plans during a break

out session.
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Trust (Shelter), government Dar-ul-Aman and

Women Development Department (WDD)

crisis centre. Furthermore, a proposal writing

workshop was organized with all these partners

to develop project proposals.

In Karachi, extensive field visits were carried out

with HANDS, Panah, Bint-e-Fatima Old Home

Trust, Roshni helpline and WAR.The proposal

writing workshop was also held there.

The CBU team visited Jacobabad Crisis Centre

which has had institutional strengthening support

from GEP. The existing model of a hub in

Jacobabad is a classic example of a 'one stop'

seamless service delivery model. The shelter

manager has very strong linkages with all critical

stakeholders required for providing seamless

service delivery.

In he GEP team got an opportunity

to meet with all key players, including police,

lawyers, district commissioner and a lady doctor.

In Islamabad, the GEP team visited Acid Survivors

Foundation, two shelters of SACH (private

shelters), Crisis Centre (Islamabad) and Dar-ul-

Aman in Rawalpindi.

To brief sub-grantees about the requirements of

proposal submission for Grant Cycle 9, GEP

organized a workshop on proposal development

on March 13 and 14, 2014 in Karachi.

Another objective of the workshop was to take

feedback from the sub-grantees of Grant Cycle

6A on identifying and overcoming the shortfalls

of Grant Cycle 6. The workshop also facilitated

partners like Hands, Panah, Roshni, Bint-e-Fatima,

War against Rape and LRF in establishing linkages

which can continue after the GEP program is

over.

GEP's Objective Manager for Gender-Based

Violence from The Asia Foundation, Nadia Tariq

briefed the sub-grantees on the importance of

providing seamless services to GBV survivors

starting from the point of referral to their

rehabilitation and resettlement.

Sub-grantees shared achievements and challenges

they faced during Grant Cycle 6A. Direction was

given by the GEP and TAF team on overcoming

those challenges, mainly through alliance and

networking.

On the second day, Communications and Media

Specialist Gender Equity Program Samina Naz

guided the sub-grantees on the importance of

proper media initiatives and promotions with

emphasis was laid on choosing the right medium

to ensure maximum exposure of the campaigns

while maintaining the allocated budgets.

Jacobabad, t

Sub-Grantees Learn to
Develop Project Proposals

Shelter representatives attend a meeting held in Karachi on

January 29, 2014.

Participants carefully listen to the tips on proposal

development shared by the trainers.
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GEP's Senior Grants and Finance Officer Noman

Mustafa briefed sub-grantees on proper

allocation of budgets while

GEP, Aysha Adil ended the session by

reviewing the guidelines provided during the

session.Acting Deputy Chief

of Party

SPO Partners Share Learning Experience of Working under GEP

To capture the change brought by the trainings of civil society organizations conducted by Strengthening

Participatory Organization (SPO) under GEP, SPO organized seven Annual Joint Review Meetings (AJM)

from January 23 to February 6, 2014.

These meetings served as an opportunity to bring together the experience of 60 organizations trained

under this project.The participating organizations shared their successes and experiences after

implementing the learnings in their respective organizations.They said that after attending these

Manager Strategic Planning for Aurat Foundation Sara Zaman (right) and Acting Deputy Chief of Party Aysha Adil (left)

conduct session on project proposal writing.
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trainings they have;

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Improved in human resources and

information technology policies

Initiated strategic planning

Developed and finalized provident fund,

human resource pay roll system and

group life insurance policies

Formed monitoring committees

Developed different types of manuals like

human resource, audit etc

Revised all these mission statements

including goals, objectives and values

Developed sound recruitment and hiring

process

Introduced time sheets and attendance

system

Maintained financial records in MS excel

Improved operational policy

Improved relationship with stakeholders

Improved voucher systems

Developed and implemented gender

policy

Improved leave policy mechanism

Capacity improved in quality perspective

Developed quarterly plans

Introduced harassment policy in the office

Introduced gender mainstreaming in

proposal writing

Learnt proposal writing steps

Staff orientated on gender sensitization

with special focus on pro-women laws

Stored soft data in the server

Improved coordination between finance

and program teams

GEP Monitoring and Evaluation

Regular monitoring, evaluation and research

(MER) is a vital component of GEP. The

dedicated MER team manages all monitoring

activities across the project. In this

photograph GEP’s Senior Program Officer,

Muneezeh Saeed Khan and Project

Coordinator Women Development Division

Sindh, Musarrat Jabeen discuss implementation

of project targets during a monitoring visit

held on Jan 27, 2014.

“It was a great learning experience.With the knowledge

shared at these trainings, we were able to streamline

procurement and monitoring functions.The documentation

has improved,” said Sheraz Ahmed from War against Rape

(WAR).

“Trainings enabled us to write better proposals and reports.

With these skills, we were able to attract more donors for

our organization,” said Ishrat Jahan (left) and Asia Majeed

(right) from Hands.
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At the Gender Equity Program (GEP), we work

as a team, supporting and facilitating each other

in what is a friendly environment. All staff

members strive to make this project sustainable

and successful through their hard work.

In order to acknowledge our colleagues' efforts

and introduce them to you, the Communications

and Media Section interviews one staff member

for each newsletter.

For this quarter, we have interviewed our

Irfan ul Haq.

I did my Masters in Computer Science from

the National Institute of Information Technology

and joined AF in December 2010 under the

Gender Equity Program as

Before that, I worked for three years with

Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF), a non-

profit company based on the model of public-

private partnership as Management Executive

under the Evaluation Research and Development

Unit.

I have been in development sector for past six

years. I also worked with software companies

besides delivering lectures in computer

programming institutions.

I am a software engineer. In this field, you can

never stop learning. Even after you start working,

you have to stay updated. I love reading

computer magazines, the net surf and help

others, especially juniors in software engineering.

My prime responsibility is handling and

maintaining system hardware, network and

Internet facilities owned or leased by the

foundation, and e-mail client configuration.

With my team at AF, I ensure network security,

user privileges, data backup and operating

procedures and standards as per AF-IT policy.We

also ensure compliance of IT policy and prepare

web content as required by the program staff.

In addition, we handle proxy server

administration in order to provide secure web

access to employees and supervise system

software management, its upgrading, inventory,

operating procedure and policies for adding and

deleting software, virus protection.

System

Manager, Information Technology Department,

System Manager,

Information Technology Department.

Q: Where did you study and where did
you work before?

A:

Q: Please tell us something about yourself
and your interests?

Q: What are your responsibilities at GEP?

A:

A:

Irfan ul Haq: 'It is the co-education system through which

women can be encouraged to become professionals,

achieve their dreams and attain their goals.”

GEPTeam
System Manager, Information Technology Department, Irfan ul Haq
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Q: How do you perceive GEP's work?

Q: Have you ever tried to stop your wife
from doing something, because she is a
woman?

Q:You told us your daughter wants to
become a doctor. How would you feel if

her husband asked her to take care of the
children initially and work later?

Q: Suppose you receive a very good
proposal for your daughter but she wants
to go do her Masters.What would you do?

Q:Are you changing your son's mindset in
any way with respect to gender and/or how
he should treat women?

Q: How does it feel working for a woman
boss?

Q:Tell us something about your
colleagues?

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

There are a lot of organizations working on

women's rights all over the world. It feels good

that change is coming in Pakistan as well and we

are part of this change. I have spent my childhood

abroad and over there, women are treated as

equals. I studied abroad in college and university.

In Pakistan I feel that it is the co-education

system through which women can be

encouraged to become professionals, achieve

their dreams and attain their goals.

Though my wife is a housewife, it was always

her choice whether to work or stay at home.We

have examples of working women in our family.

My aunt used to work. She is retired now. I think

family is prime responsibility of husband and wife

and they should not neglect this.

I always had this in mind that my wife would not

work.After working in GEP, there has been a

change in my mindset. I now feel that it is the

right of my wife to work if she wants to.

I suggest that when the children are small, either

the husband or wife should work.When children

are older and are able to differentiate between

right and wrong, both husband and wife can

work.

In Pakistan, husband and wife usually have a

relationship in which the wife is given certain

boundaries and told not to exceed those but

that is not how my relationship with my wife is.

We are more friends than husband and wife.

I try to give time to my children, help them with

the homework, help pick up dishes from the

table after meals, etc. I have no problem in

ironing my clothes. If my wife is sick, I wash the

dishes as well.Also, I do not have a specific list of

demands when I get home.

If her husband says she can practice medicine

later then it's alright but if he has a problem with

her working altogether, then we will reconsider

whether or not we should marry her to him. But

I think people's thinking has changed these days.

Educated people do not put such restrictions

now.

I would let her complete her education. It is

important for her to be secure in the future and

be able to stand on her own feet.

My son is two years old hence it is too early

to formally teach him any of this. However,

anything that we do for Abdullah, we do for

Hania as well and vice versa.We teach our

children through our actions and that is how

they learn.

What parents usually do is define boundaries

that imply that there is a difference between

boys and girls, but if we do not do this, then

children's perception would be the same towards

both genders.

It's great. She is very soft-hearted and an

expert in her field. Honestly, I never feel she is

my boss. It feels like we are at the same level.

Everyone is like a family member. I have been

in service for 12 years now. I often say that in AF

I feel like it is a mini-family. I leave my family at

home and come to my family at AF every day.



GEP at a Glance

GBV Survivors Learn about
Available Rehabilitation Services

As part of the activities organized to

commemorate International Women's Day, the

Gender Equity Program arranged an event with

the survivors of gender-based violence from Dar

ul Aman, Bali Memorial Trust and Dastak on March

12, 2014 in Lahore.

A large number of GBV survivors from public and

private shelter homes, helpline staff,

representatives of partners and AF staff members

attended the event. MNA and General Secretary

of Women Parliamentarian Caucus (WPC), Shaista

Pervez Malik was the chief guest.

Panelist from Dastak, Bali Memorial Trust, Lahore

Resource Centre (LRC), Faces-Pakistan, First

Women Bank and Insaan Foundation Trust (IFT)

shared information on the services they provide

to GBV survivors and assured their maximum

cooperation to accommodate and facilitate GBV

survivors. Survivors also shared their stories of

struggle.Adding color to the event, two survivors

sang their favorite songs and received applause.

In her address, Shaista Pervez Malik advised the

survivors to demonstrate tolerance, flexibility and

sacrifice in their behavior to save family lives. She

expressed her resolve to improve facilities at

public shelter homes.

16

Shelter representative shares information about the services

they provide to GBV survivors.

Domestic Female Workers Share
Stories of Struggle

Domestic female workers from the Christian

community highlighted the issues they face at an

event organized by GEP in Lahore on March 16,

2014.The event was organized in connection

with International Women's Day.

The program featured interactive discussions

and a theatre play

(Things will change when we start

changing ourselves) by a small group of domestic

female workers.

The play highlighted major issues faced by

domestic female workers including low wages,

accusation of theft and sexual harassment by

employers during work hours.They emphasized

the need to change societal attitudes.

In her welcome note, Executive Director Asavari

Development Organization (ADO) Ester Anjum

gave a brief introduction of ADO.

Deputy Program Manager GEP Hasna Cheema

briefed the audience on the history and work of

Aurat Foundation. She provided a quick

introduction of GEP's work in Punjab region. She

highlighted the initiatives of GEP's recent Grant

Cycles in which the GBV survivors were

Khud Ko BadloTo Zamana
Badlay Ga

A domestic worker shares the workplace issues they

face on daily basis.
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provided with the facilities of shelters, help lines

for psycho-social counseling and referrals and

opportunities of economic rehabilitation.

Domestic workers appreciated the GEP

initiative for involving domestic workers in their

activities.“We have got confidence from the

GEP team which realized our existence and

tried to address our problems,” said Shareefan

Bibi, a domestic worker.

Earlier, Senior Program Officer GEP Sumera

Saleem explained the objectives of the event.

She highlighted the importance and significance

of International Women's Day.
Domestic female workers perform in theatre play

(Things will change when we start

changing ourselves).

Khud Ko
BadloTo Zamana Badlay Ga

PGC Members Protest Increase in Cases of Violence against Women

Gender Equity Program joined members of

Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC) of South

Punjab in a peaceful protest against the

increasing number of cases of violence against

women held on March 25, 2014 in Multan.

The protest was organized in connection

with the International Women Day.

GEP team, members of PGC, Citizen Action

Committee and women activists of South

Punjab region participated in this protest held

in front of Multan Press Club.The protest

was followed by a rally.

GEP team members strongly condemned the increasing incidents of violence against women

especially the cases of gang-rapes.They demanded strong legislation and strict implementation of

existing laws to control the menace.

Senior Program Officer Aurat Foundation, Sumera Saleem stressed the approval of Domestic

Violence Bill at the earliest to ensure safety and security of women.

Aurat Foundation also condemned recent incidents of gang-rape in Muzaffargarh in which the victim

attempted suicide by setting herself on fire outside the Bait Mir Hazar Khan Police Station after the

main accused was declared innocent.

Women rights activist Mukhtar Mai expressed concerns over recent incidents of violence against

women and emphasized on the dire need of strict legislation and transparent investigation against

criminals.

Right activists protest against the increasing number of violence

cases in the country.
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GEP Advocacy

Annual Report NewsletterVolume 10

Gender Equity Program (GEP) published its third

Annual Report covering the period between

October 2012 and September 2014.

The report highlights

achievements during the third year of its

implementation in the form of activities,

publications, research, advocacy, networks, and

capacity building.

The report focuses on the results achieved

through these activities and the way it

contributed in bringing the jigsaw puzzle

together.

GEP publishedVolume 10 of its quarterly

Newsletter containing information about GEP

activities between October and December, 2013.

The Newsletter was shared at the event ‘Visual

Art Exhibition of the Work of Acid Attack

Survivors’ organized on February 12, 2014 to

commemorate the National Women’s Day.

It featured interview of Chairperson National

Commission on the Status of Women, Khawar

Mumtaz. Reports on GEP's activities organized

and initiatives taken during this quarter were

also included in the newsletter.

Gender Equity Program’s

From January to March 2014, Gender Equity Program printed and disseminated three publications

including GEP Annual Report, NewsletterVolume 10 and Success Story BookletV. These publications

shared the work and achievements of the project.
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Success Stories BookletVolumeV

GEP compiledVolumeV of success stories booklets entitled

'Gender BasedViolence.'

The booklet focused on provision of protection and service to

survivors of gender-based violence whereby women who have

suffered various forms of gender-based violence are rehabilitated

as survivors and not victims right from their identification to

rehabilitation and reintegration into society.

From Survivor toVolunteer

Information regarding pro-women laws shared

at a roundtable organized by Al-Mehran Rural

Development Organization (AMRDO) greatly

helped Mehnaz in rescuing her daughter from

an abusive marital relationship.

Currently Mehnaz, along with her daughter, is

working as a volunteer at AMRDO, facilitating

and guiding survivors of violence against

women that contact the organization for help.

Mehnaz Rashidi, from Saeedabad, Larkana,

attended a sensitization event organized by

AMRDO awarded under Aurat Foundation's

Gender Equity Program (GEP), supported by

USAID.

Under this sub-grant,AMRDO designed and

implemented an advocacy campaign in the

provincial headquarter Karachi and five

selected districts i.e. Kashmore, Jacobabad,

Qamber, Shahdatkot. Shikarpur and Larkana

under GEP Grant Cycle 6.The advocacy

campaign covered dissemination information

on three main elements i.e. pro-women

legislation passed over past decade, women

political education and private shelter

helplines supported under current GEP Grant

Cycle.

Rashidi married off her daughter Hidayat Bibi

in Hyderabad when she was only 17. Hidayat

survived an abusive relationship for almost a

year. One day, received a call from her

daughter saying that if

she was not helped, her

in-laws will burn her to

death that night.

Listening to that,

Rashidi immediately

rushed to Hyderabad. It

was almost midnight.

Rashidi knew that domestic violence is a crime

under law and FIR can be lodged against the

perpetrators.After reaching there, she directly

went to the police station and convinced them

to book her daughter's in-laws under this law.

Finally, she was able to rescue her daughter in

time.Afterwards, she filed a divorce case for

her daughter.AMRDO helped her throughout

the process and linked the mother and

daughter to every possible support

mechanism available.

“Hidayat and her mother passed through a

tough time.They even received death threats

from those people.We offered her shelter and

support and guided her regarding legal

protection for her daughter. She filed her case

on the basis of that,” said Chief Executive

Officer Abdul Jabbar Chacher.

Finally, mother and daughter won the case.

Now, both work as volunteers with AMRDO.

“My daughter is safe and happy. Support from

AMRDO under this project gave us strength

and courage to fight against the odds and live. I

am glad that now I am able to help others,”

said
Rashidi

AMRDO

Rashidi.

Mehnaz Rashidi
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GEP Events

To commemorate National Women's Day on

February 12, the Gender Equity Program (GEP)

organized a three-day 'Visual Arts Exhibition of

Photographs by Acid Burn Survivors' from

February 12-14, 2014 at the Pakistan National

Council of Arts (PNCA).

A total of 40 photographs of survivors were

showcased at this exhibition.The photographs

were for sale and the proceeds went to Acid

Survivors Foundation (ASF) for purchase of

photographic equipment for those survivors

wanting to continue photography as a profession.

Some of the acid attack survivors were present

at the event which was inaugurated by United

States Ambassador at Large for Global Women's

Issues, Catherine Russell.

Under Grant Cycle 6B, GEP undertook the task

of improving the quality of services at

government and private shelters.The services at

these shelters were enhanced with respect to

the physical, psychological, legal and emotional

needs of survivors of gender-based violence

(GBV).These shelters also offered economic

rehabilitation taking into account the long-term

needs of these survivors.

Under the grant given to ASF, the acid attack

survivors received training in basic photography

skills for 21 days by Spanish photojournalist

Diego Sanchez and Pakistani photojournalist

Myra Iqbal.

After the training, survivors were asked to utilize

techniques they had learnt by taking pictures

around Islamabad and their native towns.

United States Ambassador at Large for Global Women's Issues, Catherine Russell inaugurates theVisual Arts Exhibition.

GEP Holds Exhibition of Photographs by Acid Burn Survivors
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While speaking at the event, Chairperson ASF

ValerieYousafzai stated that these photographs

not only challenge the traditional gender roles

assigned to men, women and children but also

call into question the lack of inclusion of acid

attack survivors in society.

Valerie stressed the importance of passing the

Comprehensive Acid and Burn Crime Bill. She

also congratulated GEP for having the foresight

to invest in acid attack survivors and thereby play

a pivotal role in their rehabilitation.

Screening of a short clip of testimonials of acid

attack survivors entitled ‘Faces of Resilience’

followed her welcome note. Valerie said that the

skills that acid attack survivors had learnt served

as another step towards their confidence

building.

Speaking on the occasion, GEP Chief of Party

Simi Kamal stated that the exhibition was being

held to mark the struggle that commenced on

February 12, 1983 in protest of draconian laws

introduced under military dictatorship.

Simi also shared the successes of GEP in the last

three years such as supporting women's shelters,

computerized national identity card (CNIC)

registration of 475,528 women, capacity building

of lawyers and prosecutors and improving the

economic skills of survivors of gender-based

violence.

Catherine Russell said this was her first visit to

Pakistan. She said that this trip was very

important and she was humbled by the courage

of the women, and activists who were fighting for

their rights. She further stated that all members

of society must work together to protect the

rights of women and girls as that is the

strategically wise thing to do.

United States Ambassador at Large for Global Women's Issues, Catherine Russell and GEP Chief of Party, Simi Kamal view the

Visual Arts Exhibition as Nusrat, acid attack survivor, explains the context of a photograph she took.

Acid attack survivor Nusrat takes a photograph at the event.
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Survivors of gender-based violence (GBV) shared

their true stories of struggle through a theatrical

performance organized by GEP to mark

International Women’s Day (IWD) on March 7,

2014.

Theatrical performance entitled ‘Inspiring

Change’ was themed around the social mindset

that terms domestic violence a private matter. It

was the result of intensive training and rehearsals

with GBV survivors conducted by Director

Interactive Resource Center, Muhammad

Waseem and choreographer Imran Nafees.

“It was like telling our story to the world.We did

not actually have to act,” said Warda, an acid

attack survivor who performed on stage for the

first time.“I enjoyed thoroughly during rehearsals

and final performance.We appreciate the

organizers for providing us with this

opportunity,” she said.

Combating GBV is one of the four main

objectives of GEP. To meet this objective, GEP

supported private shelters for psycho-social

counseling and economic rehabilitation of GBV

survivors. Under this initiative, GEP provided

support to 12 private shelters, 954 women took

refuge in these shelters, 598 were rehabilitated

and 1,870 were trained for economic

rehabilitation under 94 trainings.

Rehabilitation centers applied many innovative

techniques to rehabilitate GBV survivors. One

such technique was drama therapy meant to

combine theater techniques and choreography

with psychological intervention method.

To further rehabilitate and encourage the GBV

survivors and highlight their resolve to live and

contribute as useful citizens, GEP team decided

to involve GBV survivors trained under different

GEP projects, in its main events.

The theatrical performance on IWD was part of

the same effort. It will provide GBV survivors

GEP OrganizesTheatre Performance of GBV Survivors

Prominent television anchor Qurat-ul-Ain Ali presents

certificate to a performer.

Performers pose for a group photograph.
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from Dastak and Acid Survivors Foundation an

opportunity to exhibit their talent besides

further rehabilitating them.

The event commenced with introductory

comments by Communications and Media

Specialist GEP, Samina Naz.The theatrical

performance revolved around three stories.The

first story was of a girl who recounts the physical

abuse of her mother at the hands of her father.

The second story involved a girl who is

pressured by her family into an arranged

marriage while the third story was of a woman

who is attacked by acid from the husband she

had separated from on the grounds that he was

physically abusive and addicted to drugs.

All three stories concluded with hope for the

future with each girl expressing her desire to

overcome her suffering and start a new life.The

play ended with a song during

which the actors did a dance performance to

symbolize the bright future that lay ahead of

them.

At the end, anchorperson Qurat-ul-Ain Ali

distributed certificates among the survivors. She

said that in Pakistan, GBV is a complex issue and

major forms of violence are considered private

matter, as it occurs within the family.

She congratulated the actors for their beautiful

performance and stated that she believes that

when a woman sets her mind on achieving

something nothing can stop her. She appreciated

the fearlessness of the survivors and concluded

by stating that women are fearless and should be

proud of that quality.

Kun Faya Kun

Survivors of gender-based violence perform in the theater

play.

Civil society representatives and students watch the inspiring performance of GBV survivors.

A performer asks the audience how long society will remain

silent on issues of gender based violence.
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Women Rights Activists Celebrate Success, Highlight Challenges

To celebrate the International Women's Day,

Gender Equity Program (GEP) and Sindh

Provincial Assembly organized an event at the

Sindh Assembly Building on March 5, 2014 in

Karachi.

Many renowned personalities such as Minister

Parliamentary Affairs Sikandar Mendro, Deputy

Speaker Sindh Assembly Shehla Raza, President of

Aurat Foundation's Board of Governance Dr.

Masooma Hasan, Resident Director Aurat

Foundation Mahnaz Rahman, human rights and

women's right activist Anis Haroon and Executive

Director of the Pakistan Center for Philanthropy

Shahnaz Wazir Ali were present on the occasion.

The event was attended by a large number of

current and former members of the National and

Provincial Assemblies along with reputed media

personnel.

In her welcome note, President Aurat

Foundation's Board of Governance Dr. Masuma

Hasan described the efforts of the founding

members of the Aurat Foundation, Nigar Ahmad

and Shehla Zia for the promotion and protection

of women rights in Pakistan.

Resident Director Aurat Foundation, Mahnaz

Rahman gave a brief presentation on the Gender

Equity Program (GEP) and the role of Aurat

Foundation in its implementation. She elaborated

the objectives of GEP, its structure, strategy and

themes of Grant Cycles in Sindh.

Talking about the prevailing practice of early

marriages, she said that child marriage is a

common practice in most parts of the country.

“This practice is one of the major causes behind

high maternal mortality rates. It leads to the girl's

inability to pursue proper education,” she said

while urging all stakeholders to work together

for the elimination of this practice.

Social activist Shaznaz Wazir Ali admired the

efforts of visionary leadership of Aurat

Foundation. She added that every woman, who

decides to leave her home and work for the

Resident Director Aurat Foundation Sindh, Mahnaz Rahman

talks about the role of AF in women empowerment.

Women rights activists and Parliamentarians celebrate the International Women’s Day.
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Pakistan Gender Coalition Partners Discuss Future Strategy

To further promote women rights agenda in

Pakistan through networking, the Gender Equity

Program (GEP) held the Pakistan Gender

Coalition (PGC) meeting in Lahore on February

16, 2014.The event was part of

organized by Aurat Foundation to

commemorate National Women's Day.

Sub-grantees from Grant Cycle 1 to 6 attended

the meeting where they shared the work their

organizations had undertaken with the support

of GEP and future plans to sustain that

intervention.

In her presentation, Chief of Party Gender Equity

Program (GEP) Simi Kamal shared the structure

of PGC with the participants stating that GEP's

platform of the PGC provides members an

opportunity to share experiences of good

practices and lessons learnt.

Speaking on the networks that have been formed

by PGC members, Simi said that GEP is forming a

network of 135 public prosecutors trained under

the Ministry of Human Rights sub-grant. A

network of 174 lawyers, trained under GEP

supported sub-grants in all four provinces, is also

formed to provide pro-bono services to

survivors of gender-based violence. Gender

Studies and Women's Studies Departments of six

public sector universities have formed a network

for consolidating and taking forward their

research and innovations in their respective and

other sister departments.

AuratYekjehti
Mela

Panelists of the PGC Meeting share their experiences.

society or the country, has a story to tell. “Today

there is no dictatorship in the country, but

despite democracy, women in many parts are still

deprived of their rights.They are forced into

marriages, their properties are taken away and

they are not allowed to work or study.The battle

for women's rights should now be fought in the

assemblies,” she said.

Deputy Speaker Sindh Assembly, Shehla Raza

shared that after extensive lobbying, the Sindh

Assembly has unanimously adopted a resolution

to establish Sindh Women Parliamentary Caucus.

The Caucus would resolve problems being faced

by women in the province including problem of

maternal death, entrepreneurship among women,

legislation on violence against women, gender

and disaster preparedness and girl's right to

education.

She also promised to expedite the legislative

process for Provincial Commission on Status of

Women (PCSW) in the Sindh Assembly. She

hoped that the gap in legislation will soon be

eliminated. She also paid homage to the world's

first woman Prime Minister Shaheed Mohtarma

Benazir Bhutto and appreciated her never-ending

efforts for the betterment of women.

Member Board of Governance of Aurat

Foundation, Anis Haroon gave a brief history of

the Women Action Forum (WAF) and its

achievements in changing the social fabric for

women.

Advocate Rubina Aman Brohi from Gender

Equity Program said the domestic violence bill

was passed last year on International Women's

Day, and has been dubbed as a collective victory

for the women of Sindh. She requested the

Parliamentarians to pass the bill on prevention of

child marriages.

The event concluded with a musical performance

by Raheel Seemab and Qadir. Member Sindh

Provincial Assembly, Murad Ali Shah also sang a

few songs on the request of the participants.
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She also spoke on the concept of establishing

GEP Alumni stating that it was suggested by

former Chair of the National Advisory Forum

(NAF) and Special Assistant to the Prime

Minister, Shahnaz Wazir Ali. GEP alumni will be

the individuals who have worked or have been

associated with GEP and have a strong

commitment to the women's empowerment

agenda.

The presentation was followed by a panel

discussion on Aurat Foundation's work via PGC

relating to awareness raising, services, research,

rehabilitation, communications, public advocacy

and future ambitions.The panelists for the

discussion were Kishwer Sultana from Insaan

Foundation (IF) , Dr Raana Malik (Punjab

University), Mukhtar Mai (Mukhtar Mai Women's

Organization), Ali Muhammad (Community

Support Concern), Muhammad Waseem

(Interactive Resource Center) andYahiya Ehsan

(CreativeVillage).

Each panelist recounted the work their

organization had undertaken under GEP and

future ambitions to sustain the intervention.

Waseem Muhammad from IRC talked about the

theatre plays developed and staged under GEP. In

addition to this, IRC also formed linkages with

Quaid-e-Azam University and Bahria University

and also conducted trainings for representatives

Aurat Foundation organized to commemorate National Women's Day on

February 16, 2014 in Lahore. This event was attended by AF staff, Pakistan Gender Coalition

members,AAWAZ staff, stakeholders and media persons.

The event culminated with the celebration of Executive Director AF Nigar Ahmad's birthday.A cake

was cut in the presence of senior AF management including Chief Executive Officer Naeem Mirza

and Nigar’s family members.The event also featured with Indian singer Hans Raj Hans

and Humaira Channa from Pakistan.The program focused on revitalizing the sanctity and social

status of women.

AuratYakjehti Mela

Sufi Mehfil

Aurat Foundation organizes to

Commemorate National Women's Day

Aurat Yakjehti Mela

Executive Director Aurat Foundation Nigar Ahmad cuts her birthday cake at AuratYakjehti Mela.
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of print media and distributed IEC material.

In future,Waseem said linkages with PGC

members would continue and IRC would play an

instrumental part in promoting any initiatives of

partners.

Kishwar Sultana from IF said that IF worked in

collaboration with MMWO, Hawa Shelter Home

and Bali Memorial Trust to provide psycho-social

and legal aid to 600 survivors of gender-based

violence.

Mukhtar Mai admitted that in the beginning, her

organization did not have clear objectives but

working with GEP helped clarify them. From

2006 onwards, MMWO promoted their helpline

via posters. Furthermore, staff members who

were trained not only succeeded in providing

better services to women but have today

become trainers themselves.

Dr Raana Malik, representing Punjab University

(PU), shared that under GEP, PU conducted a

research study on ‘Customary Practices Leading

to Gender-BasedViolence’.Through linkages, PU

improved their curriculum for Gender Studies

degree. She said that in future, students will write

dissertations on shelters and helplines supported

by GEP under Grant Cycle 6A.

As for future ambitions, a representative of Faces,

Awareness and Community Empowerment

Society (FACES), which has a peace and harmony

network with 5000 volunteers and 3180 religious

institutions, encouraged PGC members to avail

their network to forward women rights agenda.

Mukhtar Mai from Mukhtar Mai Women's Organization

expresses her views at the meeting.

As part of its activities organized to celebrate

International Women’s Day, Gender Equity

Program (GEP) held a workshop at Human

Rights Study Center, Law College, University of

Peshawar, on March 11, 2014.

A large numbers of students along with other

dignitaries attended the event which aimed at

honoring valiant women of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

who stood strong against all types of violence

besides creating awareness on the women’s

struggle for their rights and gender biasness in

the society.

The workshop started with a presentation on

short history of International Women’s Day, given

by GEP’s Capacity Building Officer, Sehrish Zeb.

The presentation was followed by screening of

documentary

Later, a panel discussion was conducted on the

problems faced by working women.The panelists

shared their experiences regarding the support

system they created to excel in their professions

and challenges they faced in this regard.“Main Safar Main Hoon.”

Students Discuss Challenges Faced by Women in Society

Panelists share facts regarding the situation of women rights

in Pakistan.
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GEP in Action

Representatives of Gender Equity Program

(GEP) and Women Action Forum (WAF) traveled

to Larkana and Mirpurkhas to pay homage to the

victims of (honor killing) buried in a

graveyard in Shahdadkot, previously known as

The visit was organized

in order to commemorate

International Women’s Day.

Locals of the area narrated various stories of the

victims and the injustice done to them in the

name of honor killing.The team members laid

flowers on the graves, lighted (incense

sticks) and offered .

The initiative was also taken to call this site

' ' (Last resting

place for the women of resistance). The visiting

group released pigeons as a symbol of hope,

peace and harmony. Candles were also lit in

front of three pictures of young women who had

been killed after being declared .

After paying visit to Shahdadkot, the group

attended an event to celebrate International

Women's Day at University of Khairpur. Human

Rights Activist Anis Haroon,AF's Resident

Director for Sindh Mahnaz Rahman and GEP

Program Officer Rubina Brohi spoke on the

occasion.

Karo- Kari

Karion ka Qabristan.

agar battis
Fateha

Muzahimati aurton ki akhri aramgah

kari

on

Marh 7, 2014,

Representatives of WAF and AF including GEP team offer

atFateha Karion ka Qabristan.

GEPTeam Members, Sindh Human Rights Commission probe
Sughra Barohi's Case

Chairperson Sindh Human Rights Commission

Justice (Retd) Majida Razvi, along with

Commission members including District and

Session Judge Syed Gul Munir Shah and Program

Officer GEPAdvocate Rubina Brohi,met

journalists of Jhol at Jhol Press Club, to figure out

the facts of Sughra Brohi's case, the girl buried

alive in the name of honor on March 27, 2014.

President Jhol Press Club Mumtaz Shar

welcomed the members of the Commission.

Journalists emphasized that the Commission

should take strict measures to combat crimes

against women especially in honor killing cases.

The journalists said that there is no proof of

Jirga, but all this happened under the tribal rule.

They expressed willingness to testify before the

court when needed.They praised the efforts of

Jhol police and said that police shared this news

Chairperson Sindh Human Rights Commission Justice (Retd)

Majida Razvi and Program Officer GEP Advocate Rubina

Brohi interact with journalists at Jhol Press Club.

GEP and WAF members Pay Homage to WomenKari
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was with them.

The journalists informed Commission members

that Sughra was a 17-year-old girl. She left her

parent's house to marry a boy named

Mohammed Ali Khaskheli.The couple took

refuge in a friend's house in Gorchani tribe.After

a few days of their stay, the family with whom

they were living, contacted the parents of the girl

and informed them about their presence.

The girl’s family approached Ali Khan MPA (PML-

F). He accompanied them to Gorchani tribe.As a

result, the girl was handed over to them.The

whereabouts of Mohammed Ali Khaskheli are

still unknown, and it is feared that he might have

been killed as well.The incident took place at

Mirwah Gorchani Police Station, Mirpurkhas.

After a few days, uncle and cousin of the girl's

father took the girl to their home to marry her

off, but they buried her alive in a Hindu grave

yard.

Two members of the Gender Equity Program (GEP), including Chief Operating Officer Aurat

Foundation Naeem Mirza and Chief of Party GEP Simi Kamal, were part of a delegation from Aurat

Foundation that participated in Commission on the Status of Women Session 58 in NewYork City

held from March 10 to 21, 2013.

The ten-day session dealt with Millennium Development Goals and the way forward post 2015.The

delegates worked with the Pakistan mission and also with Women’s Learning Partnership, a non-

government organization (NGO) of global women activists including women from many Muslim

countries.

AF delegation supported the Pakistan Mission in the official sessions by providing information and

inputs from the global women’s caucus. It also participated in two seminars organized by the

Pakistan Mission where members of the Punjab government presented the recently introduced

women’s package and other steps being taken for the empowerment of women in the province.The

AF delegation also worked closely with the Chairperson National Commission on the Status of

Women (NCSW) in her role within the Pakistan Mission.

GEP Members Participate in Commission on the Status of
Women Session 58

Participants from Aurat Foundation including GEP at the 58th Session of the UN Commission on the Status of Women.
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GEP Extraordinaire

Under Grant Cycle 6A, the Gender Equity

Program supported private shelters, to establish

psycho-social and legal counselling and economic

rehabilitation of gender-based violence (GBV)

survivors. Many heroes and stories of courage

emerged as the project progressed.

Recently, GEP arranged a theatre play in which

GBV survivors from Acid Survivors Foundation

and Dastak took part.The event was organized

on March 7, 2014 to mark International

Women's Day in Islamabad.

Communication and Media Officer, GEP, Punjab

Region Rizwana Waseem interviewed Sonia, a

GBV survivor, who performed in the theatre

thus becoming a role model for other survivors

for accepting the challenge and representing the

issue of GBV on stage in front of large audience.

Sonia is currently residing at Dastak Charitable

Trust, Lahore, one of the implementing partners

of GEP. She plans to open a beauty salon after

getting trained in this field.

I am married to a cousin of my mother since

last three years. It was a forced marriage. My

husband is a tailor by profession and an alcoholic.

He used to beat me with sticks on minor issues

and used intolerable abusive language. From

previous seven months, he started to lock me up.

My in-laws threatened to kill me. Only after that,

I decided to leave my home and approached

Dastak.

I feel secure in Dastak.They have made me

realise that three years of abusive marital

relationship was not the end of my life.They

briefed me about my rights.With their help, I

have applied for divorce and the case is in

progress.

I came to Dastak two months back. I have

regained the courage to live and face the world. I

feel very strong from the emotional perspective.

Dastak made me recognize myself and taught me

to move ahead. I am fond of acting and recent

theater performance enhanced my acting skills.

So far, I am feeling good, as I have started a new

life.

It was my wish to do something with my life

which forced me to leave that environment

where I was doing nothing except facing cruel

domestic violence. My positive attitude towards

life was another factor which helped me to take

a stand for my life.

Q:Tell us something about the
unfortunate incident that pushed you to a
shelter home.What change it brought in
your life?

Q:You have gone through the initial
rehabilitation process. How do you feel
now?

Q:What aspect of your personality gave
you the courage to face these challenges
and move on?

A:

A:

A:

Sonia (left) performs in the theatre play 'Inspiring Change'

organized by GEP to commemorate the International

Women's Day on March 7, 2014.



Q: Do you think that the skills you have
learnt under the GEP project will help you
in your life? Also tell us about your future
plans.

Q:What other steps do you think can be
helpful to rehabilitate gender-based
violence survivors?

Q:With your confidence and strength, you
are considered to be an inspiration and
role model for other survivors.What is
your message for them?

Q: How did you feel at the time of agreeing
to perform and what was your feeling
when you received a standing ovation by
the audience?

A:

A:

A:

A:

Theater performance on International

Women’s Day was the best time of my life. For

the first time, I felt that I can do something in my

life. Now, I have got a certificate of performance

and it was also my first earning, that too for

acting.There was a time when my husband used

to beat me with stick on watching television.

If Dastak provides me an opportunity of training,

I will go for beautician courses as I want to

become a beautician.

I appreciate the efforts of organizations such

as Dastak where I am secure. Such shelters

provide a place to live, food, security and

trainings.They support us in our legal fight for

our legal rights. I think these are already the best

facilities and opportunities for a survivor.

I would advise them to face all the problems

with courage and raise their voice against any

injustice being done to them.They should also

speak up for others.This was my motivation

behind taking part in this play.

During rehearsals, I thought I would not be

able to perform on stage. However, when it was

done, and people liked it very much, I realised

about my capabilities. It became emotional and

tears of joy ran down my eyes. I was stunned that

I, as part of this group, have done this. For me, it

was like starting a new life. I would love to do

such activity again.
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Popular television anchor Qurat-ul-Ain Ali presents

certificate to Sonia.

Naseem Akhter,

project coordinator

for Gender Equity

Program's

‘Strengthening

Private Shelters’ at

Mukhtar Mai Shelter

Home died on

March 3, 2014.

Her commitment and courage to fight for

women rights at community level made her a

role model for many. She was devoted to work

against all forms of violence and discrimination

against women through advocacy, capacity

building, awareness raising and service delivery

at all levels of society.

Naseem faced challenges with great bravery.

There was a time when she was house arrested

with Mukhtar Mai but she never gave up. She

was working as project coordinator at Mukhtar

Mai Shelter Home in Gender Equity Program

‘Strengthening Private Shelters’.

A very close companion of Mukhtar Mai,

Naseem joined Mukhtar Mai Women's

Organization on March 2, 2005 as personal

secretary of Mukhtar. She was determined to

end injustice and brutality from society. She

leaves behind an 18-month-old daughter Kainat.

May her soul rest in peace.

Remembering Naseem

Naseem Akhter
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Information

http://www.af.org.pk/gep, Email: info.gep@af.org.pk, Mail: PO Box No. 1105, Islamabad, Pakistan.

This publication is made possible by the support of the American people through the United States Agency

for International Development (USAID). The contents are the sole responsibility of Aurat Foundation

and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.
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A student expresses her view to media person after watching

theater performance by survivors of gender-based violence.The

play 'Inspiring Change' was organized by GEP on March 7, 2014

to celebrate International Women's Day. A large number of

students from public and private universities of Islamabad

attended the event.

It was a moment of joy for

Sumaira, an acid burn

survivor, as she looked at

her photograph on display

at the 'Visual Art

Exhibition of the Work of

Acid Attack Survivors.' The

exhibition was organized

to commemorate National

Women's Day on

February 12, 2014, by GEP.

Sumaira received

photography training from

Acid Survivors Foundation

(ASF) under one of GEP’s

sub-grants.


